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Side-effects cast shadow over new HIV medicines Times of India, 20060621, Page: 15

Medicine knowledge to be digitised
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Rs 1,125 cr for agri research project
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Over-the-counter drugs industry ready for consolidation
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Textile companies opt for new methods to raise funds, by M Allirajan
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Food bill raises doubts, by Yamini Dhalt
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Microsoft to host Tech*Ed 2006
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Is it ok ... to use a cell phone?, by Leo Hickman
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Trai dials change in Cable TV Act for IPTV
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Civil Engineers back with a bang, by Shalini Gupta Dainik Bhaskar, 20060612, Page: 2
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No truck yet with technology , by Sumant Chak
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IIT Delhi to suggest MRTS for Shimla
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Delhi Metro plans new global consultancy arm, by Shantanu Nandan Sharma
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Pune first to fuel public transport with bio - diesel, by Shweta Desai
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Why a melting Greenland is likely to trigger world s deadliest quake
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Experts hope rocks unravel Earth’s secrets
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Kamal : Samunder sai milega ab mitha pani (Hindi)
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Eco-friendly toilets turn human waste into manure, by Jaideep Sarn
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Bosch launches new facility in Bangalore
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After Tata breakdown Volkswagen may roll out of Punjab, by Harpreet Bajwa
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Nature inspires rise of machines
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CAG unveils flaws in MiG -29 maintenance, by Vijay Mohan
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France plans to set up aircraft making facility in India
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TCS Infy to hire over 55,000 : report
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Beware ! a rumor can hurt your career
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Learning curve at work, by Sbindu Sridhar Hindu, 20060621, Page: 7
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States to levy service tax on lawyers docs, by Subhomoy Bhattacharjee
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Search for the elusive simple tax returns, by S.Rjaratnam Hindu, 20060612, Page: 17
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10 percent low risk tax free, by Sandeep Singh Indian Express, 20060626, Page: 1+3
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Kolestral ka khel (Hindi) Amur Ujala, 20060605, Page: 12

Shin pain overuse injury, by Dr. Ravinder Chadha Tribune, 20060607, Page: 15

Quit smoking boost your heart health, by Dr. Harinder Singh Bedi Tribune, 20060607, Page: 15
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Substance abuse among teenagers worrying health experts Hindu, 20060612, Page: 4

Experts raise alarm as diabetes hits millions, by Marc Santora Times of India, 20060612, Page: 13
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Curing skin allergies, by Dr. Vikas Sharma
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Keep fit to look younger, by Dr. R. Kumar
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Floaters and retinal complication, by Dr. Mahipal S. Sachdev
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**Group: Management Entrepreneurship**

No stopping Arjun Singh as he further tightens quota screws, by Varghese K George
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U.S. cannot change goalpost unilaterally:
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Rural employment scheme norms being strictly followed
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Bureaucrats political leaders squandering public money, by Sujay Mehdudia
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Nepal King’s veto powers scrapped
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Govt considering hike in SC quota :Meira Kumar
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SC quota badhega (Hindi)
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Secularism Under Attack, by Gurpreet Mahajan
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84,681 Indians got green cards last year says U. S. study
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Aab badhega Schedule Cast ka kota (Hindi)
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PEC project to put Mohali on net soon, by Kuldeep Singh
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Quark City MD quits, by Manish Tiwari
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TCS to set up campus in Pune
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Cabinet nod to reinstate staff
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5,100 teachers transferred
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Punjab not to retire teachers mid-session, by Nitin Jain
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18 IAS officers transferred
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Brain research helps leaders drive change, by Robert Weisman
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Private insurance cover for govt staff and retired, by Gaurie Mishra
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India and the U.N. Human right council, by C. Raj Kumar
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Sexist slur in uniform: Barage of missiles, by Rahul Singh
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UPA Government bound to implement reservation policy : Raja
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Quota casts shadow over casteless Andamans
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Law for quota in corporate sector will not work, by Rupali Mukherjee
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Octroil goes in Punjab from Sept 1; no new taxes to be levied
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Privatization of civic services emphasized
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Image counts more than salary package for students, by Gulveen Aulakh
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Group: Economy Trade

BIS announces new safety standards for IT industry, by Ruchika M Khanna
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Wipro nai kiya sabsey jiada companion ka takeover (Hindi)Dainik Bhaskar, 20060606, Page: 9

Industrial wages rise 7.5 , by Tushar K. Mahanti Economic Times, 20060612, Page: 13

Pak partners India to tap outsourcing business, by Thanuja BM
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Sebi govt chart smoother times for stock markets , by Shaji Vikraman
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Overview of global economic trends, by Jayan Jose Thomas Hindu, 20060613, Page: 14

ITSM : Delivering business value, by Heera John Economic Times, 20060615, Page: 12
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Group: Higher Technical Education
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CEC Aus varsity tie up likely, by Jayanta Kumar Goswami
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PU's website is fifth among varsities : Survey
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Develop Roorkee as an IT hub : Ramesh Hindu, 20060602, Page: 7

Haryana Cabinet to enact private Universities Act, Hindu, 20060603, Page: 7

Avoid these varsites
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Companies eye PAU BTech graduates
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Quota question, by Editorial
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Don't Polarise communities
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Make NET mandatory for lecturers, by Satinder Pal Singh
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The quota mania Arjun misses his mark, by Amulya Ganguli
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UGC to launch Mass Communication course on Internet from JulyHindu, 20060605, Page: 4

Quota in deemed varsities to turn studies costlier, by Rituparna Bhuyan
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UGC project runs into rough weather, by Varinder WaliaTribune, 20060606, Page: 5
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Crediting co-authors : KU's no to UGC guidelines, by Gautam Dheer
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Seek funds for IIM says planning panel
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Varsity meeting mulls eligibility norms
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Teachers against private varsities
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Global tie-ups, by Indira Dharchaudhuri
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Law University Rajpura main banane kii mang uthi (Hindi)
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Desh main chauthe number par pahuncha NIT Jalandhar (Hindi)
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Elementary education suffering due to lack of teachers, by Khushwant Singh
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PU fee collection centre computersied
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Something about the MBA
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PMT probe likely
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Seminar for PU college faculty
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SVIET to set up technology park
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Government proposes PEC head disposes, by Hillary Victor
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Canadian college Chitkara join hands
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IIT alumni global meet in December
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Pvt varsity Act gets Guv nod, by Ashwani Sharma
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Demand for polytechnic education on the rise
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Now no NET for M.Phil, Ph.D candidates
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Haryana to spend Rs 60 crore on tech education
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UGC-NET starts 45 minutes late
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Future? perfect!, by R. Raghavendra
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Engineering Institutes of Punjab
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Engineering Institutes of Punjab
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p(r)une(d) to perfection, by Maulik Chandarana
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Learn from PU: How to fox students and make a killing
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Science of teaching, by Govind Swarup
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